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Background: Limited information is available on the validity of dietary assessment 
methods used in large dietary surveys among schoolchildren. Thus, it is difficult to 
recommend a method that will provide valid estimates of intakes, reliable in designing 
effective nutrition programs to combat the increasing problems of malnutrition.  
Furthermore, the lack of an objective measure to validate intakes has been considered 
as a weakness in most validation studies. Objectives: (1)To compare intakes from 24-
hour Recall and Observed Weighed Record (OWR);   and (2) To compare intakes from 
these two dietary assessment methods against energy expenditure by Physical Activity 
Level (PAL) approach. Methods: The study employed 42 randomly selected primary 
public schoolchildren, aged 9-11 years, in an urban poor community of Central Jakarta. 
The child’s food intake for the whole day from morning until evening meal was 
observed, weighed and recorded by a trained fieldworker. On the following day, the 
same child was interviewed using 24-hour Recall by a different investigator. To improve 
precision, two repeated Recalls and OWRs on non-consecutive days were 
administered. The use of Physical Activity Level (PAL) approach to determine Total 
Energy Expenditure (TEE) in children was recommended by the FAO/WHO/UNU 1985. 
TEE was calculated using the values derived from the studies on doubly-labeled water 
among children in the developed cities on the assumption that children from developing 
and developed cities have more or less similar lifestyle. These PAL values were 
multiplied by basal metabolic rate calculated from the Schofield’s equation. Non-
parametric tests were used to compare the intakes of nutrients by the two dietary 
assessment methods; Spearman’s correlation was used to determine the relationship of 
nutrient intakes while Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to detect significant 
difference of nutrient intakes between the two methods. Bland and Altman method was 
used to determine agreement between methods, to know by how much Recall was 
likely to differ from the OWR and to determine if OWR could be replaced by Recall or if 
the two could be used interchangeably. Results: Significant correlation of nutrient 
intakes was observed between OWR and 24-hour Recall. While OWR had a significant 
correlation with TEE (r=0.49, p=0.001); Recall had only a modest correlation with TEE 
(0.298, p=0.06).  The relative bias was -3.07 percent; indicating good agreement 
between the two dietary assessment methods. The limits of agreement (defined as the 
bias ± 2SD of the percent difference) were 49.33 percent to -55.47 percent kilocalories 
per day, indicating large scattering of differences at individual level. Conclusion: The 
24-hour Recall is a valid method to estimate energy and macronutrient intakes of 
children as young as 9 years old.  
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